
STORY AT-A-GLANCE

Google promised to bring us the world, and for decades dished up tens of thousands of results to

any given search. It was a clever trap. Get the world's population hooked on an information

monopoly, and then, when the time was ripe, funnel everyone toward speci=c narratives and hide

everything else.

Google can do it because the primary way anyone "researches" a topic online is by using the Google

search engine; Google controls well over 95% of the searches done on the internet across the entire

planet. A similar trap was laid within the media landscape. As reported by Swiss Policy Research:

"… most of the international news coverage in Western media is provided by only three

global news agencies based in New York, London and Paris. The key role played by these

agencies means Western media often report on the same topics, even using the same

wording.

In addition, governments, military and intelligence services use these global news agencies

as multipliers to spread their messages around the world. A study of the Syria war

coverage by nine leading European newspapers clearly illustrates these issues: 78% of all

articles were based in whole or in part on agency reports, yet 0% on investigative research.

Moreover, 82% of all opinion pieces and interviews were in favor of a US and NATO

intervention, while propaganda was attributed exclusively to the opposite side."

Propaganda on the one hand, and censorship on the other, are the primary battle strategies of the

information war we now =nd ourselves steeped in. It's imperative, then, to understand how these

"weapons of war" against the public are being used, and by whom.

News Agencies Are the Invisible Propaganda Nerve Center

When it comes to the actual dissemination of fake news and propaganda, international news

agencies play a central role and, as mentioned, there's only three of them:

1. The Associated Press (AP) — Headquartered in the U.S., with more than 4,000 employees

worldwide, AP is relied upon by approximately 12,000 international media outlets and reaches

more than half of the world's population each day.

2. Thomson Reuters — Reuters was originally headquartered in London, U.K., but was acquired by

the Thomson Corporation in 2008. The two media companies merged and become the

Thomson Reuters Corp., which employs more than 25,000 people in hundreds of locations

worldwide.

3. Agence France-Presse (AFP) — A quasi-governmental organization based in Paris, France, with

about 4,000 employees, according to Swiss Policy Research,  the AFP sends out more than

3,000 stories and photos each day to media companies around the world.

As once noted by Wolfgang Vyslozil, former managing director of Austria Presse Agentur (APA,

Austria's national press agency):

"News agencies are rarely in the public eye. Yet they are one of the most inPuential and at

the same time one of the least known media types. They are key institutions of substantial

importance to any media system. They are the invisible nerve center that connects all parts

of this system."

Indeed, until or unless at least one of these news agencies sends out a notice, national and local

media are unlikely to report on an event. Even photos and videos are typically sourced directly from

these global news agencies. This way, people hear, see and read the exact same message

everywhere.

Even media outlets that have foreign correspondents on their payroll do not expect those

correspondents to conduct independent investigations. They too simply report whatever the Big

Three news agencies want covered, and from the angle they want it covered.

What you end up with is a sort of echo chamber where only one view is presented. As one might

expect, this setup makes for a perfect propaganda machine. As noted by Swiss Policy Research:

"Due to the rather low journalistic performance of the mainstream media and their high

dependence on a few news agencies, it is easy for interested parties to spread propaganda

and disinformation in a supposedly respectable format to a worldwide audience."

The Propaganda Multiplier

Intelligence agencies and defense ministries are well aware of the power of these news agencies

and use them with regularity. In 2009, then-president of the AP, Tom Curley, let it slip that the U.S.

Pentagon has more than 27,000 PR specialists that spin up stories, and an annual propaganda

budget of nearly $5 billion.

“ The technocratic apparatus uses these news
agencies to proliferate certain narratives while
burying or 'debunking' others.”

Curley also stated that high-ranking U.S. generals had threatened to "ruin" him and the agency

should AP journalists decide to take a critical stance against the U.S. military.

The rest of the technocratic apparatus also uses these news agencies in the same way and for the

same reasons — to proliferate certain narratives while burying or "debunking" others. Of course, we

now also know that at least some of the world's defense ministries are working on the Deep State's

behalf, so there's not much separating them. Their narratives =t together like puzzle pieces. 

In short, the current censoring and labeling of anything that threatens the globalist agenda as

"misinformation" and "disinformation" is a top-down scheme, as illustrated  above. It's not random,

by any means, and it's not driven by the opinions of private companies themselves. Social media

companies, for example, are mere tools for the technocratic deep state, which operates worldwide.

That said, many of the key media personalities are also part of the globalist network.  Just look at

the membership rosters of the World Economic Forum (WEF), the U.S. Council on Foreign Relations

(CFR), the Bilderberg Group and the Trilateral Commission, just to name a few.

You'll =nd many prominent journalists, editors and publishers. As insiders, they don't have to be told

what to report. They already know what the agenda is, and the narrative that will further that

agenda.
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Why News Outlets Don't Let You in on Their Sources

The reason most people have no idea that their local or favored news media are simply

regurgitating the same story as everyone else is because, except for print newspapers, where you'll

notice a tiny acronym in parentheses in the dateline, media rarely name their sources. If they did,

you'd quickly notice the pattern.

At that point, you'd realize that few if any news reports have actually been independently

researched, and this, of course, is a perception they don't want you to have.

You can =nd these sources if you know where to look, but they're still too cryptic to interpret for

most. As mentioned, the news agency that circulated the story and occasionally the agency editor

that edited the report are typically listed at the top or bottom of the article in abbreviated form,

within parentheses.

Media specialists are usually the only ones who know how to decipher these references, but if you

know the abbreviation of three international agencies — AP, Reuters and AFP — you will at least

know that a news agency created the story.

Fabricated Media Narratives Shape Public Opinion

Sometimes media companies will use an agency's story without attribution, however, and/or they

may simply rewrite it slightly to make it appear like an independent contribution. Still, the vast

majority of news stories — including accompanying photos and videos — are sourced from the Big

Three.

"In the end, this dependency on the global agencies creates a striking similarity in

international reporting: from Vienna to Washington, our media often report the same

topics, using many of the same phrases — a phenomenon that would otherwise rather be

associated with 'controlled media' in authoritarian states," Swiss Policy Research writes,

adding:

"Dependence on global agencies is also a major reason why media coverage of geopolitical

conPicts is often superVcial and erratic, while historic relationships and background are

fragmented or altogether absent …

Finally, the dominance of global agencies explains why certain geopolitical issues and

events … are not mentioned in our media at all: if the agencies do not report on something,

then most Western media will not be aware of it.

As pointed out on the occasion of the 50th anniversary of the German DPA [the German

national press agency]: 'What the agency does not report, does not take place …

While some topics do not appear at all in our media, other topics are very prominent — even

though they shouldn't actually be: 'Often the mass media do not report on reality, but on a

constructed or staged reality. Several studies have shown that the mass media are

predominantly determined by PR activities …'"

'Homeland Security' Is Now All About Propaganda

In mid-November 2020, then-President Donald Trump =red Chris Krebs, director of the Department

of Homeland Security's (DHS) Cybersecurity and Infrastructure Security Agency (CISA), after Krebs

declared the 2020 election "the most secure election in U.S. history."

Incidentally, Krebs is a former Microsoft executive, which puts him inside the sphere of the globalist

cabal. Krebs also oversaw CISA's change of focus, from one focused on countering foreign

disinformation campaigns to domestic censorship. This clearly demonstrates which team he's on,

and it's not Team Humanity.

In 2020, Krebs even launched a "rumor control" website  to debunk claims of voter fraud —

including claims by the sitting president himself. CISA still maintains that site, ostensibly to counter

any false claims of voter fraud that might arise in future elections.

There are clear problems with this. If there are claims of fraud, both sides need to be allowed to be

heard and present their evidence. You can't just have one side saying "there's nothing to see here,

move along." Yet CISA is acting as a de facto censorship bureau, using 120 analysts to censor

millions of social media posts — not only on elections but also on COVID-19.

CISA — A Propaganda and Censorship Platform

Elon Musk recently called CISA out as a "propaganda platform,"  and he's correct. We now know

that CISA is partnered with a censorship consortium called the Election Integrity Partnership (EIP).

The EIP, in turn, is made up of four organizations:

1. The Stanford Internet Observatory (SIO)

2. The University of Washington's Center for an Informed Public

3. The Atlantic Council's Digital Forensic Research Lab

4. Graphika (a social media analytics company)

During the 2020 election cycle, the EIP and CISA worked with the State Department's Global

Engagement Center (GEC) and the DHS-backed Elections Infrastructure Information Sharing and

Analysis Center (ISAC) to police wrongthink on social media. As reported by Kanekoa News on

Substack:

"The EIP built communication portals with Big Tech platforms, including Facebook, Twitter,

Google, TikTok, Reddit, and Discord; and liberal groups NAACP, Common Cause, the

Democratic National Committee, and Harvard's Defending Digital Democracy Project,

cofounded by former Hillary Clinton campaign manager Robby Mook, throughout the 2020

and 2022 election cycles, to censor domestic 'mis- and disinformation.'

They had about 120 analysts monitoring social media for 20 hours a day, forwarding tickets

of misinformation to be censored, and this censorship pivoted to COVID vaccines when

they started the Virality Project in Feb. 2021.

A report  from the Foundation for Freedom Online (FFO), a non-proVt founded by Mike

Benz, entitled 'DHS Censorship Agency Had Strange First Mission: Banning Speech That

Casts Doubt On 'Red Mirage, Blue Shift' Election Events' details this government speech

control machine and its ability to control the narrative during the 2020 election …"

DHS Partners Pressured Private Companies to Comply

Based on the Foundation of Freedom Online's investigation, the DHS and its partners targeted

dozens of "misinformation narratives," all of which were suppressed. They labeled 22 million tweets

as "misinformation," along with hundreds of millions of Facebook posts, YouTube videos and

TikToks.

DHS partners also bragged about their ability to get tech companies to change their terms of

service to facilitate or allow for this otherwise illegal censoring. As noted by Kanekoa News:

"In short, CISA outsourced censorship to a web of like-minded private sector and civil

society partners to circumvent unclear legal authorities and violations of the First

Amendment."

Not surprisingly, "Every single 'repeat spreader of election misinformation' … was aligned with the

political right," Kanekoa News writes, adding:

"Krebs and the EIP's decision to completely censor the narrative around voting machine

vulnerabilities fails to acknowledge that congressional members aligned with the left,

including Sen. Amy Klobuchar, Sen. Ron Wyden, and Sen. Kamala Harris, among numerous

computer science professors and election security experts, spent the last four years

warning the American people that computerized voting systems are often connected to the

internet, compromised, and vulnerable to hackers.

In effect, the left was allowed to discuss the vulnerabilities of voting machines after the

2016 election and the right was censored for discussing those very same vulnerabilities

after the 2020 election."

Equally hypocritical, many of the individuals in the EIP had promoted the idea that Donald Trump

was an illegitimate president because of the accusations raised in the Russiagate "scandal" — all of

which later turned out to be intentionally fabricated lies, approved and paid for by Hillary Clinton.

Yet, despite delegitimizing the 2016 election and having been proven wrong, those same people

then went on to censor anyone who dared "delegitimize" the 2020 election by asking questions and

pointing to evidence of foul play.

Dangerous Hypocrisy

One player in particular, Renée DiResta, a technical research manager at Stanford Internet

Observatory, epitomizes the EIP's hypocrisy. As explained by the Foundation for Freedom Online:

"The prominent role Renée DiResta plays in EIP … is particularly worrisome and disturbing.

Before DiResta became research manager at the Stanford disinfo lab, she was research

director for a now-notorious, scandal-laden and disgraced political hatchet Vrm known as

New Knowledge LLC.

In December 2018, the New York Times exposed that DiResta's Democrat donor-funded

small cybersecurity Vrm, New Knowledge, had clandestinely created thousands of fake

'Russian bots' (user accounts generated with a virtual private network (VPN) to simulate a

Russian IP address) on Twitter and Facebook then mass subscribed those fake 'Russian

bots' to opposition Republican Senate candidate Roy Moore's campaign.

DiResta did this — or at least the small Vrm where she was a director did this — in the heat

of the Nov. 2017 Alabama special election, which substantially decided the party control of

the US Senate. It was a race in which Moore narrowly lost, and for whose loss New

Knowledge – in its own report — took credit.

At the time, mainstream news genuinely thought Roy Moore was being backed by

Russians. But it was just DiResta's professional disinformation Vrm interfering in the

election."

Deep State Actors Say One Thing and Do the Opposite

A key take-home here is that a great deal of the propaganda war involves people and organizations

that say they're one thing but do the complete opposite. For example, DiResta is the head of policy

for Data for Democracy,  while at the same time taking part in a plot to directly circumvent the
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Propaganda and Censorship Dominate the Information War
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Most of the international news coverage in Western media is provided by three global news
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for Data for Democracy,  while at the same time taking part in a plot to directly circumvent the

democratic election process.

This shockingly deceitful behavior becomes easier to understand once you know she's also a

member of the Council on Foreign Relations (CFR), the mission of which is to bring about a

totalitarian one world government, a New World Order with global top-down rule. How do we know

this? Simple, they've admitted it.

In 1950, the son of one of the CFR's founders, James Warburg, said to the Senate Foreign Relations

Committee: "We shall have world government whether or not you like it — by conquest or consent."

Similarly, in 1975 CFR insider Admiral Chester Ward wrote that the goal of the CFR was

"submergence of U.S. sovereignty and national independence into an all-powerful one-world

government."

According to Ward, the desire to "surrender the sovereignty and independence of the United States

is pervasive throughout most of its membership," and "In the entire CFR lexicon, there is no term of

revulsion carrying a meaning so deep as 'America First.'" So, DiResta is working on behalf of those

who seek to establish a one-world government, and they're not known for their scruples, or for

following democratic processes.

CISA Turned Law Abiding Americans Into Cybercriminals

As explained by Foundation for Freedom Online founder Mike Benz:

"DHS insiders' collective justiVcation, without uttering a peep about the switch's

revolutionary implications, was that 'domestic disinformation' was now a greater 'cyber

threat to elections' than falsehoods Powing from foreign interference.

So CISA's self-invented censorship powers against 'foreign disinformation' went from being

pointed outward against supposed Russian bot accounts to being pointed inwards at tens

of millions of US citizens simply talking lawfully about their elections."

Being Able to Identify Propaganda Is Part of the Solution

If propaganda is already deeply entrenched in our media structure, and government agencies are

engaged in censoring, how do we know what is true and what is not?

There's no easy answer to this question, but the solution involves =rst becoming aware of the fact

that mainstream media consistently lie to support the cabal's agenda. There is a reason for why the

media narrative is what it is. One way to evaluate the news is to ask yourself, "Why might they want

me to think of this in this particular way?" Eventually, patterns begin to form.

Ultimately, to =nd the truth, you must be willing to look hard for it, and to look in places outside the

mainstream media consortium. You will rarely ever =nd the answer on Google, or even the new

Open AI Chatbot. You have to ask questions and reason your way through the information you =nd.

If something doesn't make sense yet you're told to accept it without question, it's probably

propaganda.

Any number of COVID-19 restrictions, for example, have been illogical in the extreme, which tells us

they're not about protecting people from infection. It's about something else, and that something

else has often been the purposeful destruction of small businesses to facilitate wealth transfer

from the middle and lower class to the top echelon. Ultimately, that is the plan, and to stop it, we

have to stop believing the propaganda. It's just that simple. And that challenging.
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This scamdemic has been a wake up call about so much more than the release of a man-made bioweapon developed by a wholly

corrupted Military/Medical Industrial Complex. Many of us smelled a rat - but didn't realise it was of dinosaur proportions. Better being

awake than deluded that all is 'safe and effective'.
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I was not aware of the military complex until fairly recently; however we NEVER bought into the fear from day 1 and we most

certainly DID NOT even think about taking ANY shots for one second; knew immediately that was a CON JOB......but many

people we knew, including family and friends, bought into it hook line and sinker......we all have some kind of fear (i.e. fear of

rying, heights, fear of change) but thankfully the Covid fear was not on my list of "personal fears"!
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As millions of people become disabled and DEAD from the nanobot shots, the scum media still has the audacity to continue

spewing the BS rhetoric of "Safe and Effective"! They really bring my anger to the boiling point!
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This is, without a doubt, bioterrorism by the US government. The pharmaceutical companies that research, develop and

manufacture biological weapons against Covid-19, under federal military contracts, are federalized defense production

facilities, operated by commissioned executives, working under control and on behalf of the US government

military-industrial-pharmaceutical complex, to produce biological weapons. designed, intended and highly effective to injure

and kill the recipients..follow the link bailiwicknews.substack.com/p/weaponization-of-language-and-law?utm_sou..

 (01/14/2022)
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I don’t have all the answers, but I observe and I have a lot of questions. We know that the amino acids, which are the building

blocks or protein, and codons, inruence DNA. Proteins are very important as signaling molecules and receptors. Mad Cow

Disease (BSE) resulted from disordered proteins (altered and improperly folded). (Some say it was due to what cattle were fed

and others believe that spreading a pesticide along the spine of animals was responsible.) Whatever the cause, we know how it

ended up, along with years of govt coverups to protect the ag industry in Britain before it could no longer be hidden. In this case,

deaths were counted in hundreds. Now, we are facing adverse effects from the vaxine, long touted as “$afe and effective”.

Once again, a (spike) protein is blamed for much of the damaged caused. Grossly inadequate testing--the ferrets died! People

who do not learn from past mistakes go on to repeat them. The business of business’ is, =rst of all, to make money. Until it

achieves that, it cannot do anything else, benevolent or otherwise. This must never be allowed to happen again. Nations cannot

surrender their autonomy to the World health organization. Bodily autonomy is a human right. If such a right is denied, we have

to ask, “Who decides?” Life and death decisions must reside with the individual. If a govt can mandate you put one kind oif drug

in your body, what other substances can they mandate?
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Translation Of Section From Putin's Jan 7 Speech [from HTRS] If This Doesn't Get Your Attention, Nothing Will 1-11-23 PUTIN'S

JANUARY 7, 2023 SPEECH I'm tired today. I am tired of everything. I want to talk to the countries of the World. What's

happening? What kind of Satan's plan do you dream of? You want to deliberately reduce the world's population by sacri=cing

innocent lives using unstable spirits who believe in your political correctness. People brainwashing, vicious media systems, and

shameless lies- constantly and intentionally. I am aware of your Satanic Plans to reduce the population of the planet. You are so

Evil to use the weakest and marginalized. If you think your people will have to get used to being massacred , leave your position!

If America and Europe do not end these plans, you will face not only God's judgment, but mine as well. Stop your plans! Long live

God and the Fatherland, or death is waiting for you.
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The recipients of Covid-19 bioweapons are military targets. | | Excerpt from Gui's link: DOD Government Bioterrorism Program

from 1969 to Covid The commenter asked, “Can we =nd out if the DOD asked permission to experiment on us?” and linked to 50

U.S. Code 1520a - Restrictions on use of human subjects for testing of chemical or biological agents. Under the illegitimate

pseudo-law frameworks set up to pseudo-legalize an unjust war on the world’s people and pseudo-legalize the actions of men

and women committing war crimes, No. Injection recipients never had to be asked for permission to “experiment on us.” It’s not

an experiment. It’s an attack. The recipients of Covid-19 bioweapons, and now all products classi=ed as vaccines,’ are not

patients or subjects in clinical research trials.

The recipients of Covid-19 bioweapons are military targets. The US Government is not testing novel, investigational medicinal

treatments to protect or cure people. The US Government is using intentionally lethal weapons to injure and kill people. Military

oxcers don't ask targets for permission to use weapons to injure and kill the targets. Military oxcers follow orders from

superior oxcers, up to the Commander-in-Chief, the US President, to use weapons to injure and kill targets.
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Let's be clear. Censorship is propaganda. When someone says "X is not permitted because..." the because is propaganda, the "not

permitted" is also propaganda because we know that everytthing "not explicitly forbidden" is permitted. Censorship on social media

platforms is also propaganda because it is the explicit opinion of a company representative which cannot be challenged in any court.

At the same time, propaganda is censorship, in the sense that it is designed to exclude alternative opinions and views. Propaganda

does not say "I have my opinions, my beliefs, my Gods - and you have yours," rather it says "These are the true opinions, beliefs, and

Gods - and you must believe or you are wrong." They are one and the same -"force".

Propaganda is the pull, the carrot. Believe and you will be rewarded. Censorship is the stick. Do not disbelieve - or you will be

punished. What is being "forced" does not affect the de=nition of propaganda. Which side is right or wrong makes no difference.

Propaganda is part of human nature. We want others to agree with us. We want our children to agree with us.

Our children want us to agree with them. Both use many persuasive techniques, and occasionally force to enforce their beliefs. We

"grow up" when we are able to develop and hold our own independent beliefs. However, the battles of pandemic, COVID, and vaccines

are not designed to move forward, they are speci=cally designed to market the sales of "short term solutions" - like a vaccine, a

booster, for short term problems - like the omicron variant, to ensure the growth of sales. This is not knowledge - and allowing free

row of information in any business venture risks reductions in sales opportunities. to your health, tracy
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tracy, thanks for the info on propaganda. I would add "controlled opposition" in which it is not what they are saying but what they

are not saying.
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Otis, you are a smart one again. Yes, like you say: "It is not what they say, but what they try to hide." This comes from the CIA

book of tricks of media control. It is called a "limited hangout", or partial hangout, which is a public relations or propaganda

technique that involves the release of previously hidden information in order to prevent a greater exposure of more important

details. It is just a misdirect, the hide a bigger secret. It takes the form of deception, misdirection, or cover-up often associated

with intelligence agencies involving a release or "mea culpa" type of confession of only part of a set of previously hidden

sensitive information, that establishes credibility for the one releasing the information who by the very act of confession

appears to be "coming clean" and acting with integrity; but in actuality, by withholding key facts, is protecting a deeper operation

and those who could be exposed if the whole truth came out.

In effect, if an array of offenses or misdeeds is suspected, this confession admits to a lesser offense while covering up the

greater ones.

If they can no longer rely on a phony cover story to misinform the public, they resort to admitting, sometimes even volunteering,

some of the truth while still managing to withhold the key and damaging facts in the case. The public, however, is usually so

intrigued by the new information that it never thinks to pursue the matter further." While used by the CIA and other intelligence

organizations, the tactic has become popularized in the corporate and political spheres. en.wikipedia.org/.../Limited_hangout
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Pete., Knick nack paddy whack, give a dog a bone....
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Pete.Smith
Joined On 10/11/2013 8:19:55 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Yes Versatile, that is versatile. The tail wagging the dog is an idiom that usually refers to something important or powerful being

controlled by something less so. Its earliest use is in the 1858 play Our American Cousin. The 1997 =lm Wag the Dog shortened

the phrase and added the additional meaning of "superruous (military) action in order to distract from domestic scandal."
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Almond
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So many people are dumb. When true believers ask me whether I am vaxinated, I will sometimes tell them I am not vaxinated

because I am part of the "control group." They will nod knowingly and accept that because they assume that it is somehow

sanctioned by govt.
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badboy2
Joined On 11/15/2010 5:08:52 AM
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With the bankruptcy of three years of coronavirus policy now apparent, these politicians have few options to cover their failure.

One such desperate option is to attempt a legal ban on micronutrient therapies  and thus, the only safe alternative to the mRNA

vaccine crime. The other sinister option is to try to cover up the pharmaceutical crimes that have now become obvious under a

potential martial law. Our motto for this year, more than ever should be, “Health and peace instead of disease and war!”
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Almond - I am also part of the control group, but I generally simply say that I am not vaccinated and I do not believe in mRNA

technology - or any other "new" technology. That generally ends the discussion, because most people simply don't want to

know.
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Pete.Smith
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Add as Friend  Send Message

Good article, dr Mercola. This is extremely dangerous to our democracy . See this 1 minute video, esspecially second half.

www.youtube.com/watch
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ladyslip
Joined On 2/26/2020 7:14:33 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The USA is a constitutional republic not a democracy. There’s a big distinction unfortunately all our corrupt and evil politicians

continually push the idea that we are democracy
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epi-cure
Joined On 5/12/2012 7:02:04 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Pete, our "democracy" is extremely dangerous to our democracy. Or is it, our democracy is extremely to our "democracy"?
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Randyfast
Joined On 5/6/2010 8:42:42 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Thank's, Pete. I've already seen a couple of these collages. I'll add this one to my library. It certainly leaves no doubt that these

minions are all reading from the same script. Even so...the oblivious masses would look at this and still not believe it!
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grulla
Joined On 1/17/2012 8:03:55 AM
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They all sounded like a cage full of parrots.
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Ebt1155
Joined On 3/21/2021 8:49:34 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Thanks Pete. It reminds me of all the parroting Benghazi reports and everything thereafter. All scripted by D rated newsfaces.
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Pete.Smith
Joined On 10/11/2013 8:19:55 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Well, Epi-cure. If you have Fake News then you have Fake Democracy. They hide Hunter's laptop and Joe Biden's crimes and

corruption. Thanks Randy so Fast with your understanding. Thanks Grulla, yes parrots. Beautiful to see but still animals. What is

missing in today's article is that many members (also journalist) of the CFR work for Deep State, see this picture for the

enormous media connection. cfrmedia.wordpress.com  Also Local Journalists who get CFR Workshop, in 2022, no less that

CFR President Richard Haass (Deep State) gave a workshop. www.cfr.org/localjournalists  So this shows it is very important to

them to control the media, even the local media.

Also Deep State CFR & WEF member George Soros, has a foundation that brainwashes journalists all over Europe and

elsewhere. Also the CIA pays hundreds of journalists, not only in the USA, but also active in Europa, a German reporter wrote a

book about it. Then there is of course censorship, like with Covid and since the Ukraine war, all news from Russian is blocked,

because they are afraid you might think for yourself. War is very pro=tably for Deep State members and very effective to reduce

the World population just like the WEF wants, and to control countries to subject to a NWO. * * * How did Nancy Pelosi got a

more than $150 million fortune?

Honest work? No, because she has inside information about government decisions long before we know it, like the Covid shut

downs, coming wars, boycott of chips machines to China, boycott of gas from Russia, about buying vaccines. They can use this

info to invest in stocks that will go up because of these decisions. Some people recognized that. They create a Nancy Pelosi

stock tracker, to buy the stocks she buys, because they will go up. twitter.com/pelositracker  . Also other members in Congress

pro=t in this way. See more info about how this works at Redacted www.youtube.com/watch  To save time go to 9:45.
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Pete, and here I was thinking it was the chicken-egg conundrum.
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Pete, somewhere in my travels I saw a chart showing media getting CIA funding support. Trickling down through PBS/NPR

kinda hiding at the bottom was "Democracy Now, The War & Peace Report" with Amy Goodman. Maybe Democracy way back

when the word was =rst invented but not Now.
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brianallen1
Joined On 8/7/2021 10:12:38 AM
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Serenity Now!!!
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rrealrose
Joined On 11/10/2011 8:59:01 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Hi Pete and everyone, you will want to watch these short videos from an independent reporter? (no idea who this guy is) Dr.

Steve Turley: TRUDEAU IS IMPLODING!!! - www.bitchute.com/.../Pa463lyi408   ~And this video from last week: THE GREAT

RESET FAILS AS THE GREAT ESCAPE FLOURISHES!!! - - www.bitchute.com/.../poNinvf5Iq0  - - see what you think now! He is

approaching the chaos from a different, more positive view. Maybe overly positive?  Big Tech layoffs are being announced at

ever increasing rates, making one wonder what Silicon Valley may be right now...Corporate Media is mostly silent or barely

reporting on this chaos, preferring to report about American tourists killed on vacation in Mexico. Its all in the focus or

mis-direction away from real issues occurring.
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Pete.Smith
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Add as Friend  Send Message

Thanks Rose, it is good to be positive, but winning a battle doesn't mean winning the war. The 2030 Agenda is still in full swing.

For example the WHO treaty is still on course to be implemented, so is digital money and much more.
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wallguy
Joined On 12/19/2015 10:23:35 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

America once stood like a magni=cent giant Northern California costal Redwood trees. Impervious to

weather/=re/moisture/insects/vermin. It's largest predator was mankind loggers of the absolute best wood of beauty and lasting

value. We now have dozens of "Agencies" hard at work to strip America of all it's protected bark layering and expose it's heartwood to

every element of decay and natural tortures to see it wither and fall to the ground in a useless hulk of new mushroom growth of forest

roor regenerations. Thus a freedom experiment shall end. No one will save us from ourselves. Not likely they =nd the answers to our

demise, like they did the Redwoods. We are now a disposable human resource.
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catladyjan
Joined On 11/17/2021 6:16:49 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

what it really boils down to is "being saved" will never come from mankind......only God....and He will save us.....
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Guillermou
Joined On 4/7/2015 8:47:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The years of American leadership have brought more wars, hostilities and chaos than one can remember. Rampant state

surveillance, military alliances (against an imagined threat and enemy), violations of international law, war crimes, etc. de=ne

the current state of nature. The self-proclaimed bastion of democracy and liberty, the United States deprives its citizens of their

individual rights and personal liberty. As reported by Whitney Webb: “British and American state intelligence agencies are

“weaponizing the truth” to quash vaccine hesitancy as both nations prepare for mass inoculations, in a recently announced

“cyber war” to be led by U.S.

arbitrators. AI-powered truth against sources of information that challenge oxcial narratives. Similar efforts are underway in

the United States, with the US military recently funding a CIA-backed venture, speci=cally targeting new websites promoting

'suspected' disinformation related to the Covid-19 crisis and the Covid-19 vaccination effort led by the US military.

unlimitedhangout.com/2020/11/reports/us-uk-intel-agencies-declare-cybe..
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jwyoungjerry
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Add as Friend  Send Message

We should be tired of globalist totalitarian disinformation censorship idiots trying to rule out country and our world. I pray to God that

he would end these crimes against humanity once and for all. But it may take the second coming of Christ to do it. Even so Lord Jesus

come!
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Well according to the Book of Daniel, the Anglo American "Empire" is the last empire (Nebechanezzar's dream of statue), the

feet of iron and clay.....after that God's Kingdom will rule and will NEVER be replaced (thankfully).....so we are most de=nitely

going into God's Kingdom rule....exactly when that happens only the Father knows.....but our Salvation is nearing.....
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Could be 5 minutes. Could be 50 years.
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roadmaster
Joined On 1/7/2022 7:48:50 AM
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I began to take all "news" sourced from AP & Reuters with a grain of salt, about 30 years ago. Don't remember exactly when, but

probably because I started to =nd pieces that contained "the rest of the story," with important details that those agencies had not

reported. That permanently tripped my BS meter, and since then, the =rst thing I look for under the headline of a news article is the

source. Fake news is rampant in this day and age - 99% of newspapers and all the alphabet broadcasters are continuously blowing

smoke up our skirts...
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But the smoke up the skirt feels so good to most people!
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Smoke blowing up the skirt reminds me of Marilyn Monroe :)
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... it's smoke up the a$$ thilly ... 'n quit tryin' to sound like a woke PC P=zer homosexual chimp you sassy thang you.
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Isn't that something, with only three main sources of predetermined information even if discussion, debate, concerns breakout it

mostly and only revolves around said controlled information. And even this isn't good enough for Predator$. Consider this, it was only

a few decades ago there was extreme concerns about only =fty to sixty sources of information. They have in turn shuttered one

newspaper after another sending journalist, investigative or otherwise out in the streets. God forbid any of them may do some hard

nose investigation into any factions of the Predator Machine.

Then when every citizen has a what amounts to an 'Old Fashion Party Line" with the Machine listening while we discuss Grandma's

apple pie recipe and it can't be tolerated if it doesn't promote the Machines Pie Sources, actually shows how desperate and how lost

they actually are. Take heart though, even their best efforts haven't stilled independent voices completely despite their information

machine performs like an old eight track closed loop played over and over again, reality will not be denied.

The more they attempt to quit the voices of reality, the louder the song of Truth is sung! It takes a forked tongue to speak out of both

sides of one's mouth. And as has been said here before, when you tear a man's tongue out you don't silence him, it makes his voice all

the louder. Just the latest example of Lockstep messaging coming from the WEF & friends - www.youtube.com/watch
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Totally agree, JUST: “The more they attempt to quit the voices of reality, the louder the song of Truth is sung!”. Time will always

bring the truth to the scene and manipulation will be evident. A manipulation, misinformation and censorship, exercised by a

consortium of four private groups, which worked with the departments of Homeland Security (DHS) and State to censor a large

number of posts on social networks that they considered misinformation during the 2020 elections, and then its members were

rewarded with millions of federal dollars from the Biden administration, according to interviews and documents obtained by

Just the News.

The consortium achieved a success rate in 2020 that would be enviable for baseball hitters: Platforms took action on 35% of

URLs ragged, with 21% tagged, 13% removed, and 1% blocked, meaning that users had to reject a warning to see them. The

association could not determine how many were demoted..

www.globalresearch.ca/outsourced-censorship-feds-used-private-entity-t..  (2022) The First Amendment to the US Constitution

prohibits Congress from passing any law that restricts free speech, and courts have ruled that the prohibition extends to federal

agencies funded by the legislature.

Participants were well aware that the role of federal agencies in the effort strayed into uncharted legal territory. The US

Department of Homeland Security (HSA) is conducting medical censorship while hiding in plain sight. The Cybersecurity and

Infrastructure Security Agency (CISA) website has resources for engaging “disinformation” vigilante police to help HSA in its

mission to silence opinion about COVID-19 and the response to the pandemic.
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The stated primary purpose is disinformation de=ned as information deliberately created to deceive, harm, or manipulate a

person, social group, organization, or country. Its toolkit allows any user to use "products" and tailor them with oxcial logos to

spread the government's propaganda message (link). These toolkit resources are designed to help state, local, tribal, and

territorial (SLTT) oxcials raise awareness about misinformation, misinformation, and conspiracy theories appearing online

related to the origin, scale, government response, prevention and treatment of COVID-19.

Each product was designed to match local government websites and logos. The toolset directs well-intentioned users to use

images, conversation topics, and documents to deliver a message. There is only ONE reliable source of information, you

guessed it: state and local agencies that trust the CDC! For that mission they recruited a legion of volunteer deputies without

any oxcial authority or responsibility to operate on social media and in all walks of life, delivering public service messages

telling Americans that the CDC is the only trusted source of information.

www.globalresearch.ca/department-homeland-security-cisa-us-government-..  (2022)
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Thank you Gui, and their High-Tech Messaging Censorship Science blue box warning label is now being attached to multiple

subjects. Point - Counter Point only has meaning if the sources they send you too have a link back to articles like this one. I may

be wrong, but I haven't seen one yet.
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A new report from Just the News indicates that the Biden administration, in conjunction with Big Tech, academia and large

corporations, is pouring taxpayer money into an AI censorship program that allegedly uses systems once used to wage an

information war against the Islamic State. According to a free speech watchdog, "Under the Biden administration, the [National

Science Foundation is funding the idea that if citizen trust in government cannot be earned organically, then it must be installed

by The science". Documents obtained through leaks and lawsuits revealed that government agencies were working together to

"mature a whole-of-government approach to mitigating [misinformation] risks, framing which tools, authorities, and

interventions are appropriate for the threats they affect." the information environment.

." DHS reportedly justi=ed these restrictions on speech and decisions about what information people should be allowed to

engage with by suggesting that terrorist threats could be "exacerbated by misinformation and disinformation spread online."

christine257.substack.com/p/biden-administration-and-big-tech?utm_sour..  (01/27/2023)
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THE REPUBLICAN HOUSE MUST INVESTIGATE THE GOVERNMENT'S WAR ON DOCTORS. The Federal Government's Select

Subcommittee on Armaments should investigate how the administration is using COVID-19 to wage war on doctors.

Clownifornia's new bill (which just got a court order!) threatening the livelihood of doctors. if your speech does not support the

mainstream consensus, I mean "narrative" New data accumulates every week showing the immense toxicity and lethality and

negative effectiveness of the latest vaccines. However, the Biden administration and its allies in the media and medicine only

push them harder, concocting crazy narratives to explain their shortcomings.

The evidence is damning in the way they have co-opted public health institutions to suppress dissent so they can continue to

make astronomical pro=ts. The American Board of Internal Medicine (ABIM), a nonpro=t organization that certi=es the medical

licenses of physicians, is the foremost of the once-trusted institutions that has bowed. Last year, ABIM accused me, Paul Marik,

and Peter McCullough of spreading "misinformation" and threatened our ability to practice medicine, ignoring the growing

disconnect between the Biden administration's statements and the reality about the land.

pierrekory.substack.com/p/the-republican-house-must-investigate?utm_so..  (01/27/2023)
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BILL GATES — AFTER REAPING HUGE PROFITS SELLING BIONTECH SHARES — TRASHES EFFECTIVENESS OF COVID

VACCINES. Gates, speaking at Australia’s Lowy Institute as part of a talk entitled “Preparing for Global Challenges: In

Conversation with Bill Gates,” the Microsoft founder made the following admission: “We also need to =x the three problems of

[COVID-19] vaccines. The current vaccines are not infection-blocking. They’re not broad, so when new variants come up you

lose protection, and they have very short duration, particularly in the people who matter, which are old people.” Such statements

came as a surprise to some in light of Gates’ longstanding support of — and investments in — vaccine manufacturers and

organizations promoting global vaccination.

However, they were the latest in a string of developments in recent weeks that have increasingly called the COVID-19 vaccines,

in particular, into question. childrenshealthdefense.org/defender/bill-gates-pro=ts-biontech-effect..  (01/27/2022)
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MrPlod
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Your Article is Outstanding! Informative, concise, revelational, right to the point, and Most of All True. I’m 68 years Old, it’s Hard to

believe, that All My Life , “They” have been plotting against Me, and the Rest of Civilization. It’s unbelievable that a Secret Cabal could

conspire against All of Humanity, for so long, and be ,Basically Unknown. I’ve read about The Free Masons, The Illuminati, and various

other Secret Societies through out History along with Very Perceptive Authors like George Orwell and Aldus Huxley . Even Victims, like

Alexanda Solzanitzkin with his Book about Stalins Gulag Archipelago that Killed 50 million Russian Citizens Who didn’t support the

“Collective” Now the Cabal have Finally “Outed” themselves via WEF, WHO, Gates, Fauci, Rockefeller’s, Rothschild, CIA, FBI, CDC FDA,

well the lines been Drawn..Good against Evil, Right against Wrong, Truth against Lies, When Good Men do Nothing, Satan and Demonic

Orders take over and Persecution of the Innocent begins. All in the Name of World Domination and Greed of the Elitists. Thank You for

Showing us the Truth Dr Mercola.
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I am 69 years old and like you I feel the same way; however now I understand much better the meaning of Bible Prophecy,

especially the Book of Revelation whereas God is revealing to us (albeit painfully so) how human beings are not able to "rule"

themselves after 6,000 years of human rule, and only God's Kingdom ruled by Jesus Christ will bring true peace, prosperity, and

eternal life on a restored earth. like Revelation 21 says; "Look, I am making ALL things new" and He will "wipe every tear from

our eyes"...... Only Trust God
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Have you read PD Stuart, Codeword Barbelon, volume 1 and 2? Excellent footnoted read of history surrounding the nwo/world

history, political/religious. Goes way back and up to recent historical times. Sometimes it is hard to =nd , try E-bay.
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Robert from Alberta Canada
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... like Yuri Bezmenov forecast in the mid 80's... eventually the oblivious old fogies will remove the bananas from their ears...

and I've been aware/awake now for almost two decades and I'm comin' up on 67 already... don't need no imaginary invisible

friends in the sky and their homo priests down here running cover for the globalists... they ARE the ORIGINAL globalists. Former

KGB Agent Yuri Bezmenov Explains How to Brainwash a Nation (Full Length) - YouTube [from the mid 80's]

www.youtube.com/watch  Yuri Bezmenov - Psychological Warfare Subversion & Control of Western Society

www.bitchute.com/.../NHS1ZnGmHQkw
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Facts are facts doc- there was no pandemic. The data and evidence is conclusive. Those of us who have been involved in these things

for years knew the fraud was coming down the tracks in Jan. of 2020. Those who were new to these frauds got caught up in the

hysteria and believed that there was some "novel pathogen" and not a massive propaganda campaign. "Covid" is pure =ction- an

artifact of media propaganda. The GoF/Wuhan Lab nonsense is part of the narrative. Even many "in the know" are still trapped in some

version of the Covid merry-go-round. The oxcial narrative of "Covid" is a =ction- all facets of it. There was no "pandemic" and there

was no "lab leak." The Wuhan "lab leak" theory is used to reinforce viral fear porn.

The lab-leak theory serves the Deep State agenda in that it reinforces the idea that the virus is a real problem that needs to be solved,

rather than a fear-based control narrative. This "virus" is not man made in a lab in Wuhan. The "virus" was birthed in the corporate

boardrooms of Pharma/Finance and leaked via a memo. As far as any pandemic there was none whatsoever- the data on this is

irrefutable. Those who repeat this lie do a great disservice to everyone by reinforcing this lie. Not only does the "pandemic" narrative

serve to cover up the fact that it was mass murder directly attributable to policies mandated by identi=able individuals but it serves as

a smokescreen for the entire "Covid" operation that is steamrolling people's lives.
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One con job deserves another: www.youtube.com/watch
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epi-cure and all... Thanks for posting this. If anyone wants to see the =rst video that preceded the second one (above), here it is:

www.youtube.com/watch   As for Jordan Trishton Walker, P=zer's Director of Research and Development-Strategic Operations

and mRNA Scienti=c Planning, I am questioning what the quali=cations were for hiring him. He likely checked more than one

box... The second video did not pop up immediately after it was released. Knowing it was out there, I had to search for it. Now, it

will spread like wild=re and P=zer will try to do damage control and maybe spin it to their advantage? This can no longer be

buried in the news. It is blowing up. It is going to be hard for even the true believers and deniers of the shoulder pox casualties

to ignore. This story is going somewhere. Stay tuned...
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Robert from Alberta Canada
Joined On 1/6/2007 6:51:17 AM
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You got that right Almond... Gay Woke P=zer Director Chimp [chimps out] Assaults James O'Keefe & Veritas Staff; Destroys

iPad Showing Undercover Recordings https://youtu.be/u5n7RRKgDog  ... also check out Sasha Latypova... note links above ...

and Alex Jones [Infowars] interview of Ukrainian Sasha Latypova’s fourteen year old daughter “Soph”

www.bitchute.com/.../4umzPMYaKjy8  ... all way smarter than any of the vaxx'd zombies.... way, way, way more. Eugenics

works... and it's better than OK... in fact [like all the "Died Suddenly" clips] it's now becoming the "new entertainment"...

unfortunately. The Show Must Go On www.youtube.com/watch  P=zer Exposed For Exploring "Mutating" COVID-19 Virus For

New Vaccines Via 'Directed Evolution' ["gain of function OF NON-EXISTANT VIRUSES... THE STING... THE HOAX ]... throwing

P=zer under the bus diverting the real objective the DOD PENTAGRAM/GON DEPOP AGENDA ONGOING OPERATION FOR

PLANET EARTH - NOTE Sasha Latypova INTERVIEWS - P=zer Exposed For Exploring "Mutating" COVID-19 Virus For New

Vaccines Via 'Directed Evolution' rumble.com/v274lsi-p=zer-exposed-for-exploring-mutating-covid-19-viru..  IT'S ALL 5GW

[FIFTH GENERATION WARFARE PSYOPS...

THERE ARE NO VIRUSES - THE MEDIA NARRATIVES AND THE VAXXES ARE THE DEKE(S)/BIOWEAPONS... THE METHOD. THE

FAKE VIRUS(S) ARE THE HOOK. MALONE IS "IN ON IT". A hook is the element you add to your script to make what would

otherwise be a routine story fresh and original. The hook must be known to the writer and included in the structure before the

script is ever written. It is nearly impossible to make it an add-on after the screenplay is done.
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Stephjask
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Epic!
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Randyfast
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Excellent follow-up to the original covert video...BUSTED!!!
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Segstar
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Not surprising i can't play the video,will have to check er out later..The "con" job is "con"stant..I "con"clude lol
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Perfect example of psyop/censorship using Tucker Carslon and Robert Malone [both cointelpro] to divert "the light" from the

real head(s) of this plandemic eugenical genocide... the US DOD and the US Pentagon twitter.com/.../1618789513345794049  

... just watch a few Sasha Latypova interviews. Who has the power and the might including the trillion$ spent on Deep

Underground Military Bases, Aircraft Carriers, tanks, Subs, NUKES, space, Sats, bullets, guns, equiupment, electronics,

Biowarfare, vaxx mfg, DARPA, 5G, using 5GW psyops along with unlimited funding power.... besides the US DOD and

PENTAGON? Might is always right and the ends justify the means as we enter this next GSM cooling/famine period... Sasha

Latypova interviews... Sasha Latypova interviews... Sasha Latypova interviews... links above or below this note depending on

where the local censor(s) want to bury this information... internet blackouts must be nearing I'm guessing.
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Seg; you're "con"-siderably "con"cise with your "con"clusion; those "con" artists are "con"stantly "con"iving, with the end game

being total "con"trol!
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Robert; your assessment is accurate. The military has a budget of Trillions! If "the love of money is the root of all evil" (and it

is)...how much evil can that amount of money buy?
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brianallen1
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I laughed out loud on the very =rst day. My =rst thought was the beer importer was not going to be happy with the name Corona Virus.

My second though was to call it the Bologna virus. I am grateful to God for the wisdom, discernment and clarity He blesses me with. I

haven't watched the news since the 1970s. One day I visited the DM V (Department of Motor Vehicles). They have overhead televisions

projecting in every direction with constant news and constant drama scrolling over the bottom of the screen. I couldn't get over the

hypnotic, mesmerizing rashes of fear porn. I always astutely observe the percentage of masked people in public during every trip I

make to the city. I can always tell when they ramp up the fear and propaganda by how many muzzled I see. Yesterday was the fewest

ever. I wonder what caused that.
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As well as the tool company. shop.coronatoolsusa.com
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Randyfast
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Does anyone even wonder why it's called "TV Programming"?
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Marago
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Still a lot of people in my vicinity masked-up. Maybe I should start asking them what news station they watch
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Perhaps it's time to move out of the big Cities.. https://youtu.be/MVQ0eOMY7z4
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epi-cure
Joined On 5/12/2012 7:02:04 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

brianallen1    maybe Madam X in this video  www.youtube.com/watch    is not all woowoo and the mask crowd is for reasons

unknown being inruenced by a new unstoppable force.                                           Segstar   ya hit another one out of the park. And I

cut big city (suburbia) loose a few months ago.

Mark as Spam  Posted On 1/27/2023 11:21:39 AM
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altierokgmail.com
Joined On 10/24/2020 8:20:47 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

On yt latest story project veritas broke on p=zer a lady commented to defer to the experts the story was click bait- when i went to her

channel it was CFR and others. They in=ltrate comments.
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katndognco
Joined On 1/1/2011 2:56:59 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

In 1975 I was 15 in high school getting high barely passing grades but I enjoyed reading class- One required reading was 1984 by

George Orwell full stop. It axrmed my young suspicions; it’s all rigged. I’ve never trusted the government, the media, authority. In 1979

I put my tv in a closet only pulling it out to watch something on purpose. I’ve owned a few along the years but recently haven’t since

2010. I didn’t fear covid bc it didn’t add up. Two weeks to ratten a curve? I cannot believe people fell for that lol But half my family and

many friends did so they attacked me claiming I was killing people, I was threatened with death and denial of medical care should I get

covid then they stopped interacting with me.

Well I did get horribly ill, was it covid? I don’t know. I remained in bed for 7 to 10 days and that was that. No medical intervention

wanted. All this talk about military industrial complex, WEF, etc is a circle jerk unless you’re willing to pick up arms and enforce

your/our 2nd amendment. How much more talking do you people need before you pick up your arms and take the trash out? I’ve been

asking for 3 years now. Our government IS in=ltrated by hostiles. People keep posting articles like this and others but there’s NEVER a

call to action. We are over informed. We know. We know. We know. Sooooo now what??
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Mercola_Fan
Joined On 1/11/2009 12:28:23 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Because we have become complacent and complicit. How do people like Gates and Fauci still breathe air? Because we've

allowed them to indoctrinate and kill us in plain sight. And we will continue to.
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Robert from Alberta Canada
Joined On 1/6/2007 6:51:17 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

... kill "us" in plain sight... SURELY NOT THE Mercola_Fan(S) TOO. Mostly/just the zombies and their kids [unfortunately... choose

the wrong parents and see what happens to you] ... it's called eugenics, it's just business... and it's OK.
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jef9075
Joined On 3/24/2016 1:41:14 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Thank you for posting this katndognco. Civil Disobedience has its place. Resist & Do Not Comply have their place. And at some

point, courage beyond these may need to be acted upon. What's that passage.. " and a time to every purpose under heaven".
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fundamentalassumptions
Joined On 4/1/2009 12:17:58 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

By appeal to sin & the unrestrained & indiscriminate passions & lusts of men.....as always. This is how the deceiving & being deceived,

the builders who've rejected the chief cornerstone, men & women of cunning craft & their lying, seductive spirit always operate. His

best (and most lucrative) guise is coming as an angel of light & with slander of God & protecting, preserving truth, offering false

salvations & alternative ways preserving & indulging sin. The deceiving & being deceived alike will share in the end of that spirit if they

do not repent to receive & heed the warning conviction of the Holy Spirit of Truth testifying in the creation & via conscience, pointing

men to seeking God & his preserved word with many infallible proofs.

Men are without excuse for ignoring convicting truth & conscience, & all will give account w/ the spirit they choose to align & join

themselves with: either faithfully to that Holy Spirit of the Faithful & True, the Godhead, to life & fruitfulness, or in unfaithful spiritual

fornication with some form of the corruption & lie to unfruitfulness & death. Unity is either with & in truth, or with & in corruption, and

the sorcerous game of dialectics & sophist craft is to distract & divert men to a counterfeit choice, a vain choice & false idolatrous

hope or salvation, missing the point & the mark & the only real solution, the strait gate that is the true Gospel of the Lord Jesus Christ,

the only begotten Son of God, holy, holy, holy of the Godhead & transcendent, according to the preserved word of God evidenced by his

resurrection & many infallible proofs.

Other than that, it's 'once upon a time in a place that was no place & time that was no time, nothing exploded & everything was'. Both

are chosen by faith: one blindly & irrationally chosen, rejecting the grace of God; & one bolstered by the gracious threefold testimony

of evident truth, conscience & the preserved word of God.
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carolmalaysia
Joined On 5/30/2011 9:29:43 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

P=zer Exposed For Exploring "Mutating" COVID-19 Virus For New Vaccines Via 'Directed Evolution'; Project Veritas;

https://youtu.be/ywlpArNWKxM
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therealjones
Joined On 10/8/2010 5:59:47 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

That's a great video, and should be all we need to shut them down.
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RichJedi
Joined On 8/17/2006 1:23:38 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Alex Jones and a few others have been warning about this for a well over 20 years. He was one of the =rst to warn how UPI, the

associated press and others literally control the media and all local and other news agencies simply repeated whatever narrative was

put out by those agencies who are owned by speci=c billionaires loyal to the global elites and ultimately Satan. That's why his main

website is called Infowars cuz it's all about the information War that's being waged against the people to limit real truth and

information on virtually every single subject, especially spiritual matters, health, medicine, and anything else that is going to bene=t

you, make you strong and healthy and help you see through the lies and deception that they push on this entire world.

As the Bible says we wage not against resh and blood but against principalities and Powers against spiritual hosts in the heavenly

places. It's all against wicked spirits and evil demons led by Satan. But the human familias are these billionaire Global elites who are

actively working to bring in the kingdom of Satan on Earth as Walter Kronkite Gladly admitted. Walter Kronkite Gladly admits to serving

Satan https://youtu.be/e0kggfMOuNw
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shortwinang
Joined On 6/6/2022 4:17:38 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Me thinks you take him out of context. And, yes, I watched your YouTube link.
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BILLANDLAURENVERIZON.NET
Joined On 9/3/2021 4:31:02 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Correct and this is written in many books exposing the evil culprits. The study of the bible, Daniel and Revelation help very much

direct the search for the important parts which have the most impact in history. Try, PD Stuart, Codeword Barbelon, volume 1

and 2. Great read on all the players throughout the very long history, going back to the beginning of the Counter Reformation,

1540.
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altierokgmail.com
Joined On 10/24/2020 8:20:47 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

AIDS was bioweapon injected - see The Strecker Memorandum.  killed w azt treatment.  hiv is in cv shots to get tech to bypass

immune system. Rwanda was done w FREQUENCIES- look up OPERATION CRIMSON MIST !!!  that is the real news.
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Sanbruno69
Joined On 10/2/2021 8:49:58 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

CUT  THE  CORD CUT  THE  CORD CUT  THE  CORD
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brianallen1
Joined On 8/7/2021 10:12:38 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Easy for you, you're down in paradise.
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Robert from Alberta Canada
Joined On 1/6/2007 6:51:17 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Sandy, Presenting Evidence to a Boomer that JFK was a Homosexual too

 www.brighteon.com/578901c1-eb5a-4f0b-a3c2-cfb4279a946e   Transvestigation of Trump (The Orange Tranny)

fakeotube.com/video/4094/transvestigation-of-trump-the-orange-tranny  Donald Trump Orange - The First Jewish President Of

The United States [they're all Jews and/or tranny(s) or tranny effers] www.bitchute.com/.../3fekqVp7xRTv
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KingofthePaupers
Joined On 11/1/2010 5:11:29 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

brodiebrock12 Think if you surveyed many of those doctors and scientists and if they were "honest" would tell you they KNEW, but due

to sheer cowardice or fear of losing a position-income, lost license etc, they chose not to speak up, The ma=a like coercion to do so

was and still is pretty intense at every level of society, but especially within the Pharma-Government control of all things medical. Jct:

But what about those doctors who did speak up? Didn't they notice WHO comparing CFR to IFR? Didn't they think alerting us that Covid

was an exaggerated false alarm would be useful to counter vaccine mandates?
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Mercola_Fan
Joined On 1/11/2009 12:28:23 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Trump still pushes the safe & effective mantra. He still pushes RINOS across the =nish line. Defends China bought and paid, Lindsay

Graham, Kevin McCarthy - another serpent, MTG, a RINO. Trump said he'd drain the swamp, but found it hard to do when he hired

swamp creatures like his daughter and husband who in=ltrated the WH to take down Trump. If there ever was a Nuremberg, and there

won't be, Trump should be high on the list with the other actors. Dr. Malone has been a snake all along. He continues to attack, "Died

Suddenly" and has mocked this documentary how the clot shots are killing millions.
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Sanbruno69
Joined On 10/2/2021 8:49:58 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

President Trump is smarter than Any president before him. He has his reasons. You should run for president!
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Robert from Alberta Canada
Joined On 1/6/2007 6:51:17 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Sanbruno, looks like you might have tried to 69 yourself a few too many times. The P=zer guy is looking for a BF. Run along now.
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brodiebrock12
Joined On 9/18/2008 1:31:51 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Said early on this was the greatest CON in the history of man and a table setting for all to come
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MDG
Joined On 3/25/2007 5:17:02 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I have been following the problems with electronic voting since the early 2000's. The major problems still exist and haven't been =xed.

So I think there is no question that there has not been a legitimate President in oxce since at least 2000, and probably long before

that even. I have never understood the belief that Trump was somehow a legitimate President and working for the people. He may

have believed that himself, but no one gets into oxce without being completely compromised, no matter how it might appear. So G.W.

Bush, Obama, Trump, and of course Biden, only got where they are by being controlled, whether or not they were aware of that control.

Trump served a purpose for the NWO folks, and that was to scare the Dems and hardcore progressives enough to support a walking

corpse like Biden. That's it. Russiagate proved that it's quite simple to convince people of things they already want to believe, which is

also how Trump was able to get into oxce. As for the rest, there were only 6 corporations that owned 90% of media companies in the

early 2000's, so I think it's pretty obvious where that was headed. It was observable back in the 1990's and even 80's to anyone who

was paying attention.
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jan64524
Joined On 5/23/2018 8:09:07 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The real kick in the teeth is that we are the ones paying for it.
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cec60760
Joined On 9/6/2021 9:08:15 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Yes, Christina, I too, like Brave and Proton.me but how come it does not allow me to get into the details of the articles from

Mercola.com? At the point of "Con=rm" to read more it says, "Website is not found"!? I have reported it to the Account Support of

Proton but to no avail. It says the browser cannot =nd page. Can anyone help please? Many thanks!
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midimaniac
Joined On 11/13/2022 2:19:58 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

As for search engines, I have never used Google and never will. Dr. Mercola himself recommended StartPage dot com. I don't know for

sure if he endorsed DuckDuckGo dot com, but I think he did. I use DDG 'cuz it integrates with FireFox so well. Simply type what you

want searched into the address bar and up pops the results. Could not be easier. StartPage may also integrate this way. Not sure 'cuz

I've never had a reason to switch from DDG.
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OnederWoman
Joined On 8/27/2021 1:30:12 AM
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I think they also send their agents to pose as "alternative media", etc. To call Malone the "inventor of MRNA" is a real stretch for

example. Then, he sues an elderly couple for "defamation" to try to silence all who question him.
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diapason
Joined On 7/4/2019 1:26:25 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

en.wikipedia.org/.../Jim_Smith_ (business_executive) Jim Smith is employed by Reuters who does fact checking about "pandemic

misinformation". He is also on the P=zer board. Conrict of interest, methinks.
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Turfseer
Joined On 5/29/2021 9:45:49 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Hubris infects the medical profession. New Substack release. Watch Turfseer's music video MY WAY OR THE HIGHWAY DISEASE.

turfseer.substack.com/.../my-way-or-the-highway-disease  BONUS: Free Download. THE ALTERNATIVE COVID-19 NARRATIVE

HANDBOOK. A Collection of useful links. Get it here: turfseer.substack.com/p/the-alternative-covid-narrative-handbook  Subscribe to

Turfseer's Newsletter. Songs, music videos and much more.
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brianallen1
Joined On 8/7/2021 10:12:38 AM
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Carolmalaysia, That sure is a lot of ignorance and stupidity.
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carolmalaysia
Joined On 5/30/2011 9:29:43 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

It is very sad that 69.2% of the U.S. population have been frightened into taking The Primary Jab. There is some hope that people are

getting weary from shots that DON'T WORK...19.9% have received the bivalent booster...From the CDC: Vaccinations As of January 25,

2023, 668.8 million vaccine doses have been administered in the United States. Overall, about 229.6 million people, or 69.2% of the

total U.S. population, have completed a primary series. More than 41.6 million people, or 19.9% of the eligible U.S. population ages 5

years and older, have received an updated (bivalent) booster dose.
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greeboz6
Joined On 1/17/2023 11:42:29 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Why you will know nothing & be happy or why you will inhabit an entirely different universe than other people. If government is

permitted to LABEL citizens with no proof of accuracy they can become dictators over the citizens. he US government is taking steps

in that direction. Consider the Insurrection Narrative & depriving US citizens of their Constitutional rights and giving out life prison

sentences for non-violent infractions.
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Joined On 4/14/2021 12:00:14 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I would like to see the part of the "Propaganda Multiplier" picture that isn't shown: everything above the White House, etc. that owns

them.
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DJWEBBSR
Joined On 3/5/2018 8:47:17 AM
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How do we change the sixth estate back to being part of the checks and balances built into the governments we have? One way is to

change ownership. That means all news has to meet the classic questions. That means answering the Why, Where, When, What, and

How of any story and be able to produce the sources of the information given. When a small fraction of the country controls news you

basically have a dictatorship. That means you have to break the TRUST and break up ownership. That means showing all views and

what led up to those views. It means making the news services responsible for what they publish.

Being able to follow the money trail might accomplish part of this. That means showing who is invested in what before they are put in

a position of authority over said companies now controlling the output of news. The bureaus come to mind in this conrict of interest

by people in authority. IF someone owns stock in a drug company they have no business being on a board that decides things over that

company such as the FDA people having stock in a drug company. It is in law called a "conrict of interest" and it is probably illegal.
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alliecat4
Joined On 8/29/2013 3:46:05 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Having worked both in the broadcasting industry as well as Commercial production/advertising, I could tell the covid pandemic was

manufactured to alter the 2020 election results as well as to control us. I have never been remotely in fear of covid. I've had it twice.

I've worked in the medical =eld for the past 25 years triaging patients and have been just appalled at how many blindly chose to

receive the covid vaccine and multiple boosters. I will never get the covid shot.
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We, as in all people, need to look at what is going on. It starts in the US in the =rst grade of school and progresses from there. History

is written by the victors. Not by what is true and what is lies. Basically people are trained to be workers. That means they accept

whatever rules the government decides to put in place. In an earlier time that might mean an assembly line in which workers

concentrate on putting one bolt on an automobile in the production line. Those workers are well paid to do so. So the schools train

people to be accepting, non-thinking, robots and the rewards for this behavior of not questioning anything is a secure life until it ends.

In any generation, about 5% of those same people fail the program and actually question what they are told. In this, the so-called

instructors, wave them on. The thinkers are rare. The thinking of this is not to make a scene. Along comes a situation where the

so-called leaders no longer need assembly line workers. The cheap labor from foreign countries takes place. So what do we do with all

those unthinking assembly line workers? One answer is to get rid of them. Apparently the COVID is one way of doing so. WE, as a

people, are to the point where robotics may actually replace the assembly line. The key problem being maintenance. So where you had

100 people working now you have 5.

Robotic workers obviously work 24/7. They do not get sick. In that ratio a whole lot of doctors, lawyers, and other professionals

service these people on the assembly lines. The chief quali=cation being the ability to memorize information to get the appropriate

government licenses to practice. The top of the pile are those that by hook or by crook have accumulated wealth(usually billionaires).

Don't matter how much money you make. We all have terminal lives. Every one of us dies within about 125 years of being born. Then a

younger generation takes over. The corruption of the sixth estate in humanity is inevitable.
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I saw THE LORD face to face in Heaven in full revelation, full immersive glory, and full manifest power when I was born again. It

is impossible for me to die. Rather, I will trans=gure. Of course, that sets in motion worldwide trans=guration of the Church of

Philadelphia. They will never die either. Of course, by spiritual law: =res of Revelation 18 will sweep American soil.  So, there is a

caveat to the claim of lifespan limit. We will live through "the Great Reset", for the 1000 years, and be alive for the last day. We

will never die. People make their plans (like the WEF etc.). But they do not decide what happens. They don't have the power over

American soil.
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Apparently the COVID VAXX AND PSYOPS are a few of the many ways of doing so.
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Pay attention to how much the word “global” is being used these days by “antiestablishment” personalities and publications. This

article uses the word 13 times. Today’s newsletter from Children’s Health Defense is about a new documentary titled “Never Again is

Now Global.” Big truths can be easily missed if we allow ourselves to be taken in by the hysteria. Look more closely and hold your

leaders to higher standards.
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How no doctors or scientists noticed WHO compared the Covid CFR Apple to the Flu's IFR Orange to hype mortality a hundredfold

astounds me. smartestman.ca/c19scjct.pdf
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Add as Friend  Send Message

Think if you surveyed many of those doctors and scientists and if they were "honest" would tell you they KNEW, but due to sheer

cowardice or fear of losing a position-income, lost license etc, they chose not to speak up, The ma=a like coercion to do so was

and still is pretty intense at every level of society, but especially within the Pharma-Government control of all things medical.
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Brainwashing - lessons from the Battle of Saipan. " Many suicides took place at Marpi Point, at the northern tip of the island. Here,

hundreds of people jumped to their deaths from two high cliffs later named Suicide Cliff and Banzai Cliff. Entire families leaped to

their death. Sometimes the parents would slit their children’s throats before throwing them over the edge and then following them to

their doom. Other individuals and families simply walked into the ocean until the waves swallowed them. Other groups huddled

together around grenades they obtained from Japanese soldiers, with one person pulling the pin."

 www.warhistoryonline.com/instant-articles/the-horri=c-mass-suicides.h..
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Take a look at this rather detailed report: oig.hhs.gov/.../52100025.pdf  I found this reported January 26 on Yahoo News, so perhaps it

will appear on other MSM sources. www.yahoo.com/news/extremely-disconcerting-nih-didnt-track-us-funds-go..  The Inspector

General of the Department of Health and Human Services issues a report entitled "THE NATIONAL INSTITUTES OF HEALTH AND

ECOHEALTH ALLIANCE DID NOT EFFECTIVELY MONITOR AWARDS AND SUBAWARDS, RESULTING IN MISSED OPPORTUNITIES TO

OVERSEE RESEARCH AND OTHER DEFICIENCIES"
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Randyfast
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What a sad and evil world we live in. Each day, the oligarchs exert more control over this society. What is the point of no return...have

we already passed it?
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They have their purpose... eugenics works... and it's about to real spectacularly eugenical real soon. Stay fast Randy... 'cause

there's only the quick and dead in this showdown.
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Thanks, Robert. Very soon, the mass denial will no longer work. The evil will be right in their face!
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"(Former AP Head) Curley also stated that high-ranking U.S. generals had threatened to "ruin" him and the agency should AP

journalists decide to take a critical stance against the U.S. military." Well, that's a convenient way of dodging responsibility. For all the

things it can do, ruining individual lives is something the armed forces generally cannot do, certainly outside of their ranks. The reality

is that it is much easier to rewrite Pentagon-issued or other press releases than to do any old-fashioned reporting. I used to be a

reporter, in Ft.

Bragg's backyard. Every interview and story was NOT positive, nor did the Army folks expect it to be. They expected fairness, but that's

not a very high bar for any reporter to meet. I also want to stress "reporter" over the hubristic "journalist" as the proper term. The job

calls for reporting on people and events, usually as a watchdog for members of the public who do not have the time to attend govt

meetings or go about the community chronicling the day's events. Those people expect the media to provide relevant information

about their communities, state, and country.

They didn't expect it to be perfect but that is an unattainable standard. There has always been an adversarial relationship between

reporters and the people they cover, and that's how it should be. It's when the two camps are chummy that important stories are buried

or ignored altogether, which is where we are now. There are precious few actual reporters nowadays and an overabundance of talking

heads who appear more like actors =lling their designated role on the innumerable chat shows that are passed off as news.
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Awesome thanks! So what’s the solution?
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The 2nd Amendment.
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Thank you Dr mercola this article needs to be shared throughout the world. Thank you for your insight!
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Stephjask
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Brilliant and timely expose of the mainstream media and their role in the mass murders being committed world wide. A long awaited

brilliant article. Also explains how the narrative of the Western, US and UK led war against Russia is being controlled.
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skiptothefuture
Joined On 1/23/2023 5:00:43 AM
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It would be interesting and also helpful if there were search engine's on the internet which do independent searches of data without

using GOOGLE.. Just saying, this would be a nice way to easily sidestep the media Ma=a.. Perhaps while performing these searches

including the Way Back Machine Store of data...
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Christina_M.
Joined On 3/5/2013 10:35:14 AM
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I encourage everyone to download and use the Brave browser. https://brave.com/  It's a smaller company, and promises privacy

-- and it blocks ads automatically. It is awesome to watch Youtube videos with no ads! (I prefer BitChute or Odysee videos, but

they don't have as wide a selection of content as bad old YouTube yet.) Another plus: if you opt in to see ads, which are

unobtrusive little pop-up boxes in the lower right of the screen, you will earn BAT tokens (basically like a cryptocurrency, which

you can exchange for dollars if you must through the Uphold wallet).

Brave has also released their own search engine, with uncensored content! https://search.brave.com/  It's still fairly new, so it

may not return as many results yet as big search engines like Google, but you have the option of including Google results if

Brave has too few. The more people sign up and start using Brave, the better the search results will get. You can set Brave as

your search engine in the Brave browser, or just use (bookmark) the search link above if you're going to stick with another

browser.

If you don't want to use Brave for some reason, Yandex is another (Russian) search option with less censored results.

https://yandex.com/  The level of censorship in Google search has really gotten ridiculous. It isn't just controversial topics that

are tampered with; even searching for innocent info like how-to instructions or =nding a person is just about impossible now.

Did you see this video by Jimmy Corsetti of the Bright Insight channel? https://youtu.be/8O_NvPpbsbw
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Christina thanks, I may have to look into brave having issues with proton last 2 weeks or so..and not the =rst time either..
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www.techrepublic.com/.../risks-5g-security  This is really serious..
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For a start, I suggest that everyone read a major history book published in the 1960's, that was immediately pulped, destroyed. Indeed,

I had discovered the story of why it was destroyed some decades ago and had always from then on been on the lookout for any of the

few that remained, as they were reputed to be worth a fortune. Recently, someone has made the book available and I highly

recommend everyone read it; Tragedy and Hope, A History of the World In Our Time, by Carroll Quigley. it covers the period from the

1860's right through to 1966, and was pulped because he was naming people who objected to being described truthfully.

The part I really enjoyed, was the run up to WW2, where he repeatedly showed how "the people" were being told the truth about what

their governments were thinking and doing . That governments were deeply constrained by the people being given access to facts. So,

where were they getting these facts? From their newspapers. Now I grew up in post WW2 England and became a great fan of The

Times, published in London.

It claimed to be The Paper of Record, and the then quality of their journalism was wonderful to read; absolutely magni=cent! One time,

they named a UK government Minister the same as a NAZI from WW2 and published a wonderful Leading Article describing in detail

why they did that. Today the times, (deliberately lower case), is a shadow; the quality of reporting so poor, that no one can be certain of

anything any more, and today it follows exactly the same game plan as Dr. Mercola has outlined herein.

Indeed I had a comment of mine deleted by someone because I had opened to what is now going on with the COVID so called

pandemic. Now ALL such so called disinformation has to be totally removed from public view, and all newspapers follow the rules laid

down by actors with NO interest whatever in the need to deliver facts to the general population. Yet now they face facts that have

become mainstream; the death rates cannot be hidden.
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It's very sad for those of us who remember solid journalism.  There was a gradual shift in the US that accompanied a gradual

'dumbing down' in public schools.  Now, the lies are so blatant that it's hard for me to believe anyone can be misled - but most

people seem to fall for them.
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ChrisColes
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harvelicious You need to understand that there must be millions, perhaps tens of millions every months, reading the web pages,

and as such, it would take a huge commitment to police all those possible comments, so one has to assume that Mercola staff

instead use a software system to police the incoming comments, which may well remove anything that their "System" =nds

wrong. Then again, you got through this time, so now you will start to understand why this web site does not have masses of

stupid comments, (not assuming yours was stupid, just from an previously unknown source), as do some equally large sites. if

you regularly make what are seen as acceptable comments, then their software gateway will learn that you are an OK

commentator, and more easily let you through. So stop worrying, join the small club of regular commentators, and enjoy!
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